ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Use this space to sketch out and list the dimensions of any information not mentioned on the previous page. This could include such items as glaze-in-openers, obstructions, etc...

Specific Curb Make-Up
Use this space to sketch out and list the dimensions of the curb and any finishing associated with the curb.

Specific Notations
Use this space to list critical items we should be aware of, such as: loading requirements, height restrictions, fall protection, and any other local requirements.

Engineering Calculations Required
Job Location ________________________________
Snow Load ________________ Seismic Zone ________________
Wind Load ________________ Exposure ________________

Opening Skylite Accessories
☐ Pre-Wire Frame Length of Pig-Tail ________________
☐ Manual Opener
  ☐ Truth Chain Drive ☐ Hand Angle Drive
  ☐ White ☐ Bronze
  ☐ Pole
  ☐ 3'- 5' ☐ 6'-10'
☐ Electric Opener
  ☐ Truth HS (remote standard)
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